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Alabama (AL) Expired 4/30/2020

February 11, 2021 – The state reported an additional 1,503 cases of COVID-19 and 

133 additional deaths.

Reopening Alabama 

Responsibly

Dental, medical, or surgical procedures may proceed beginning April 28 

unless the State Health Officer determines that performing such 

procedures would unacceptably reduce access to PPE or other resources 

necessary to diagnose and treat COVID-19. Alabama Vaccination Plan

Taskforce to Support 

Economic Recovery

Tracking COVID-19 in Alabama (AL 

Reporter)

Alaska (AK) Expired 4/24/2020

February 5, 2021 – Governor Dunleavy introduced a $365 million infrastructure 

proposal to help improve transportation, education, recreation and communications 

systems across Alaska, as well as help the state recover economically. Reopen Alaska Responsibly

Health Mandate 15: Surgeries and intensive procedures are permitted to 

proceed beginning April 21 if further delay is deemed to cause significant 

impact on health, livelihood, or quality of life. Certain conditions are 

required to be met before procedures can resume. Mandatory, Health Mandate - All Air Travelers* Alaska Vaccination Plan

Dunleavy Introduces Job Creating 

Infrastructure Bond

Arizona (AZ) Expired 5/15/2020

February 10, 2021 – Governor Ducey the Arizona Department of Health Services 

announced a partnership with the University of Arizona and the Pima County Health 

Department to operate a state vaccination site on the university’s mall area on central 

Tucson campus. Registration for appointments will begin Tuesday, February 16. 

February 9, 2021 – Governor Ducey announced the Arizona Department of Economic 

Security will launch a new Emergency Rental Assistance Program. Funding will be 

used toward direct payments for rent, rental arrears, utilities, utility arrears, and 

other expenses related to housing stability incurred due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Arizona Department of Health issued a June 6 letter directing 

hospitals to fully activate their emergency plans. Elective procedures 

were permitted to resume May 1, however, due to increasing numbers 

of COVID-19 cases, the Department ordered hospitals reduce or suspend 

elective procedures to ensure adequate bed capacity for both COVID-19 

and non-COVID-19 patients. Arizona Vaccination Plan

Guidance for Holiday 

Gatherings

Governor Ducey Announces The 

University Of Arizona To Be First State 

Vaccination Site In Southern Arizona

Arkansas (AR)

Expired 5/4/2020 (no stay at 

home order, but this is the date 

by which the governor lifted 

some restrictions on businesses)

February 9, 2021 –  Governor Hutchinson announced 12.8 percent of residents have 

received at least one dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. 

Economic Recovery 

Taskforce

ADH Directive on Elective Surgeries: Elective surgeries that are not 

expected to require overnight hospitalization may resume April 27. 

Elective dental procedures are permitted to resume June 15. Arkansas Vaccination Plan

Governor Announces New 

COVID-19 Advisory Board To 

Review Testing Contact-

Tracing Technology

COVID-19 in Arkansas: Gov. Hutchinson 

announces 12.8% of Arkansans have 

received vaccine (KNWA)

California (CA)

Current stay at home order in 

place; Regional stay at home 

order in effect for at least three 

weeks for any region which 

experiences an ICU capacity rate 

of less than 15 percent

February 9, 2021 – Governor Newsom indicated a deal on school reopening may be 

progressing. Negotiations have been ongoing and Governor Newsom indicated an 

agreement with the Legislature may be finalized in the next week.

February 5, 2021 – Governor Newsom commended the Biden-Harris Administration 

and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for extending the federal 

cost share to now fully reimburse California and other states for emergency relief 

programs and National Guard personnel deployments dating back to the beginning of 

the COVID-19 pandemic. Western States Pact

California's Roadmap to 

Modify the Stay-at-Home 

Order

On January 5, CDPH issued a public health order requiring some non-

essential and non-life-threatening surgeries to be delayed in counties 

with 10 percent or less of ICU capacity under the Regional Stay at Home 

Order where the regional ICU capacity is at 0 percent. Travel Advisory California Vaccination Plan

State Public Health Officer 

Order (January 5, 2021)

Gov. Newsom on reopening schools: 'We 

must get it done' (KCRA)

Colorado (CO) Expired 4/26/2020

February 9, 2021 – Governor Polis announced Colorado's vaccine allocation from the 

federal government will increase by 9,000 doses starting the week of February 14. Western States Pact

Governor's Council on 

Economic Stabilization and 

Growth

Governor Polis issued several executive orders allowing elective 

procedures to resume provided the facility providing the service follows 

outlined protocols. On June 24, the Governor issued an updated 

executive order effective for 30 days, extending the prior executive 

order allowing elective procedures. Colorado Vaccination Plan

Key Indicators to Inform 

Social Distancing Guidance

Governor Polis Provides Update on COVID-

19 Response & Vaccination Progress

Connecticut (CT) Expired 5/20/2020

February 8, 2021 – Governor Lamont announced residents over 65 years of age can 

register for COVID-19 vaccination appointments beginning February 11. NE Regional 

Reopen Connecticut 

Advisory Group Hospitals began resumption of elective surgeries in May.

Connecticut requires anyone traveling into Connecticut 

from a state or territory other than New York, New 

Jersey, or Rhode Island, or from a country other than the 

United States, to self-quarantine for a 10-day period 

from the time of last contact with the identified state or 

country. Connecticut Vaccination Plan

Governor Lamont Announces 

Connecticut Residents Over 65 Can 

Register for COVID-19 Vaccination 

Appointments Starting Thursday, 

February 11

Delaware (DE) Expired 5/15/2020

February 9, 2021 – Governor Carney announced updates to the state's COVID-19 

vaccination program. Due to limited supply, the state will delay the beginning of  

Phase 1C, originally set to begin March 1. NE Regional 

Restarting Delaware's 

Economy

Resumption of Elective and non-Urgent Medical Procedures and 

Appointments Delaware Vaccination Plan

Governor Carney Announces 

Public Engagement Around 

Economic Reopening, 

Recovery

Governor Carney, DPH, DEMA Announce 

Updates on COVID-19 Vaccination 

Program

District of Columbia (DC) Expired 6/8/2020

February 8, 2021 – Mayor Bowser announced the District has expended $13 million in 

federal funding for two rental assistance programs. Moreover, Mayor Bowser 

announced an additional $11 million for the District of Columbia Department of 

Employment Services to help fund additional staff and update system modifications 

taking place to adhere to the Continued Assistance for Unemployed Workers Act. Reopen DC

The District of Columbia Department of Health issued guidance for 

resuming elective non-emergency surgeries starting on May 26 with 

Phase 1 of reopening. On June 15, the Department updated Phase 2 

guidance for elective procedures. Travel Status Update District of Columbia Vaccination Plan

Mayor Bowser Distributes $13 Million 

from Rental Assistance Programs to 

Housing Providers and Announces 

Additional Resources for Tenants

Florida (FL) Expired 5/4/2020

February 11, 2021 – Governor DeSantis indicated he will oppose any federal travel 

restrictions to or from Florida. He argued it would be "unconstitutional, unwise, and 

unjust." Re-Open Florida Task Force

Executive Order 10-112: Effective May 4, procedures may resume under 

certain conditions. However, hospitals in South Florida have announced 

they will be postponing elective procedures due to rising COVID-19 

cases. More regions are expected to follow suit.

Mandatory, Executive Order - All Air Travelers Coming 

from CT, NJ, NY Florida Vaccination Plan

Governor Ron DeSantis 

Announces Limited Re-

Opening of Recreational 

Trails and Beaches 

Gov. Ron DeSantis will fight any attempt 

to restrict travel to and from Florida (Sun 

Sentinel)
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Georgia (GA)

Expired 4/30/2020, but certain 

businesses were allowed to open 

starting 4/24/2020

February 9, 2021 – Governor Kemp contended educators do not need to be 

vaccinated against COVID-19 to return to in-person instruction. He indicated he does 

not plan to prioritize teachers under the age of 65 in Phase 1 of the state's vaccination 

plan.

Governor Kemp's announcement on a phased reopening of the state's 

economy noted healthcare providers had voluntarily suspended elective 

procedures. However, the Governor expressed his belief that the state 

was positioned to obtain the necessary PPE and medical supplies to 

resume elective procedures. Georgia Vaccination Plan

Georgia Gov. Kemp says he would 'love' 

to vaccinate teachers but state needs 

'more supply' (Fox News)

Hawaii (HI) Expired 5/31/2020

February 10, 2021 – Governor Ige expressed concern over allowing vaccinated 

travelers to travel freely to and from Hawaii. Under the current Hawaii Safe Travels 

Program, out-of-state visitors are required to provide proof of a negative COVID-19 

test result taken within 72 hours of travel in order to avoid a 10-day mandatory 

quarantine.

Economic and Community 

Recovery and Resiliency 

Plans 

Gov. Ige previously issued Executive Order 20-25 ordering all healthcare 

facilities and providers to render assistance in support of the state’s 

response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The term “render assistance” 

includes canceling or postponing elective surgeries and procedures as 

each facility determines appropriate under the circumstances. The 

governor’s sixth supplementary proclamation restates the prior elective 

procedure executive order, which includes canceling or postponing 

elective surgeries; however, media reports indicate the governor may 

relax elective procedure prohibitions. Pre-Travel Testing Program Details Hawaii Vaccination Plan

Hawaii Travel: Governor Ige Wary of 

Lifting Restrictions for Vaccinated 

Travelers (Travel Pulse)

Idaho (ID) Expired 4/30/2020

February 8, 2021 – Governor Little announced a new COVID-19 vaccine tool is now 

available online. The new dashboard shows the number of COVID-19 vaccine doses 

that individual providers and local public health districts have been allocated and the 

number of doses that remain for them to administer. Midwest Partnership

Economic Rebound Advisory 

Committee Idaho Vaccination Plan Idaho Rebounds

New COVID-19 vaccine administration 

transparency data now live

Illinois (IL) Expired 5/30/2020

February 11, 2021 – Governor Pritzker announced Illinois will deploy three Disaster 

Survivor Assistance (DSA) teams across the state to serve as community outreach 

specialists at county-run COVID-19 vaccination sites. 

February 10, 2021 – Governor Pritzker announced the expansion of Phase 1B of its 

vaccine distribution plan on February 25. Under the revised phase, the state will 

prioritize people with comorbidities and underlying conditions as well as those with 

disabilities. Midwest Partnership

COVID-19 Campus 

Reopening Committee

Department of Health Guidance: Beginning May 11, hospitals may begin 

to perform procedures, provided that specific criteria have been met. On 

May 13, Governor Pritzker issued an executive order that essentially 

incorporates the Illinois Department of Public Heath’s prior mandates 

and requirements for the performance of elective procedures.

14-Day Quarantine for Visitors to Chicago from Certain 

States Illinois Vaccination Review

Pritzker Administration Deploys Disaster 

Survivor Assistance Teams to Support 

COVID-19 Vaccination Sites Across Illinois

Indiana (IN)  Expired 5/4/2020

February 10, 2021 – State Health Commissioner Dr. Kristina Box reported the state's 

positivity rate has dropped from 7.7 percent to 6.2 percent over the course of a 

week. Midwest Partnership Back on Track Indiana 

Executive Order: Beginning April 27, hospitals can resume elective 

procedures, provided the facility has sufficient PPE and meets several 

conditions. Note: As of November 4, elective procedures are halted in 

certain regions and hospitals to ease the burden on hospital staff. Indiana Vaccination Plan

Gov. Holcomb provides update on state's 

response to COVID-19 (ABC 57)

Iowa (IA) Expired 4/20/20

February 5, 2021 – Governor Reynolds issued a new health proclamation easing many 

COVID-19 restrictions across the state. The proclamation removes indoor mask 

requirements in public spaces and lifts gathering limits and restrictions on businesses 

beginning February 7.

New Proclamation of Disaster Emergency: Beginning April 27, outpatient 

surgeries may resume, and Inpatient surgeries may resume if they pose a 

significant risk to quality of life if further delayed. Recommendation - All Travelers Iowa Vaccination Plan

Gov. Reynolds signs new Public Health 

Disaster proclamation

Kansas (KS) Expired 5/3/2020 February 11, 2021 – The state reported 89 new COVID-19 cases.

Ad Astra: A Plan to Reopen 

Kansas

14-Day Quarantine Requirement Under Certain 

Conditions Kansas Vaccination Plan SPARK Task Force

Kansas Coronavirus Map and Case Count 

(New York Times)

Kentucky (KY)

No set date; phased opening as 

of 5/11

February 11, 2021 – Governor Beshear announced $264 million in additional funding 

for the Healthy at Home Eviction Relief Fund. Beginning February 15, tenants who 

qualify can apply for rent and utility assistance to cover their past-due and future 

bills. Moreover, Governor Beshear announced more than 150 new vaccination sites 

across the state. Midwest Partnership

Cabinet for Health "Kentucky Healthcare Reopening:" On May 27 

following a phased reopening of healthcare services, elective procedures 

may resume provided the facility meets certain conditions. Kentucky Vaccination Plan

7 Benchmarks to Reopen 

Commonwealth's Economy

Gov. Beshear Launches $264 Million 

Healthy at Home Eviction Relief Fund

Louisiana (LA) Expired 5/15/2020

February 11, 2021 – Governor Edwards signed a proclamation extending Louisiana's 

modified Phase 2 guidelines, which includes a statewide mask mandate, ahead of the 

Mardi Gras holiday. The order is set to expire on March 3, 2021.

Resilient Louisiana 

Commission

The Louisiana Department of Health issued an order, effective June 5 

through July 5, 2020, noting that medical and surgical procedures are 

based on the needs of the patient, which must be documented in the 

medical record, as long as the provider meets the order’s requirements. Louisiana Vaccination Plan

Gov. Edwards Signs Order Keeping 

Modified Phase 2 Restrictions, Statewide 

Mask Mandate in Louisiana Until at Least 

March 3

Maine (ME) Expired 5/31/2020

February 9, 2021 –  Governor Mills offered a proposal which would extend full state 

tax relief to more than 99 percent of Maine businesses that receive money from the 

Paycheck Protection Program. The proposal would match the Federal government’s 

double benefit on the first $1 million of PPP received, an approach that would result 

in full tax relief for Maine’s small businesses who need it most and partial relief to 

those Maine businesses that received more than $1 million in PPP.

Plan to Restart Maine's 

Economy

Beginning May 1, hospitals and facilities may resume elective procedures 

and routine appointments under strict guidelines. Mandatory - Certain Travelers* Maine Vaccination Plan

Economic Recovery 

Committee

Mills Administration Proposes 

Compromise PPP Tax Solution Providing 

Full State Tax Relief to Maine Small 

Businesses Most In Need

Maryland (MD) Expired 5/15/2020

February 12, 2021 – Governor Hogan announced a $60 million Child Care Pandemic 

Relief Fund for licensed childcare centers and registered family childcare providers. 

February 11, 2021 – Governor Hogan announced the Maryland Department of Health 

and the State Department of Education have launched a program to provide up to 1 

million COVID-19 tests for public and non-public schools. Moreover, Governor Hogan 

announced limited visitation may resume at Maryland hospitals and nursing homes. 

Each hospital will set its own visitation policies, which must comply with CDC 

guidance.

Maryland Strong: Road to 

Recovery November 2020 Elective Procedure Guidance Recommendation - All Travelers (updated 11/10) Maryland Vaccination Plan

Governors of Maryland, 

Louisiana, Massachusetts, 

Michigan, Ohio, and Virginia 

Announce Major Bipartisan 

Interstate Compact For Three 

Million Rapid Antigen Tests

Governor Hogan Announces $60 Million 

Pandemic Relief Grant Program for Child 

Care Providers

Massachusetts (MA) Advisory expired 5/4/2020

February 12, 2021 – The Baker-Polito Administration announced that Massachusetts 

has exceeded one million doses of vaccines administered. Moreover, the 

Administration highlighted that there are 20,000 vaccine appointments still available 

at mass vaccination sites and that the vaccination call center has extended their 

hours.

February 11, 2021 – Governor Baker announced an additional $64 million in grants to 

1,312 businesses in the seventh round of COVID relief grants administered by the 

Massachusetts Growth Capital Corporation. 

February 10, 2021 – Governor Baker announced two new mass vaccination sites and 

stated caregivers of those 75+ years old will now be able to get vaccinated with the 

75+ resident at mass vaccination sites. NE Regional Reopening Advisory Board

As of May 18, hospitals and community health centers, upon attestation, 

can provide high-priority preventative care, pediatric care and treatment 

for high-risk patients and conditions. Further, as of May 15, additional 

healthcare providers can provide these same limited services upon 

attestation. During phase two, the plan calls for expanded ambulatory in-

person routine care to resume. COVID-19 Travel Order Massachusetts Vaccination Plan

Mandatory Safety Standards 

for Workplaces

Massachusetts Passes More Than One 

Million Vaccine Doses Administered, 

20,000 Appointments Available at Mass 

Vax Sites, & COVID-19 Vaccination Call 

Center Extends Hours to Assist Residents 

75 and Older
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Michigan (MI) Expired 5/28/2020

February 11, 2021 – The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services 

(MDHHS) announced it will extend its food assistance benefits during the month of 

February in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. More than 1.2 million people in 

Michigan receive federal Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits 

through the state’s Food Assistance Program. Households eligible for Food Assistance 

Program benefits will receive additional benefits in February to bring all current SNAP 

cases to the maximum monthly allowance for that group size.

February 8, 2021 – MDHHS issued Interim Guidance for Athletes following its 

epidemic order announced last week to allow contact sports to resume. Midwest Partnership MI Safe Start

Governor Whitmer issued an executive order stating that beginning May 

29, elective procedures may resume. Michigan Vaccination Plan

Interim Guidance for 

Athletics

Additional food assistance for 350,000 

Michigan families in response to COVID-

19 extended through February

Minnesota (MN) Expired 5/18/2020

February 12, 2021 – Governor Walz announced he will relax certain COVID-19 

restrictions. Under the new guidelines, indoor private gatherings and celebrations are 

capped at 50 people, though facilities must still operate at 25 percent capacity. 

Moreover, restaurants can host 250 people if their space permits, but cannot be at 

more than 50 percent capacity. Furthermore, restaurants may remain open until 11 

p.m. Gyms are now capped at 250 people or 25 percent capacity, whichever is less. Midwest Partnership

Governor Walz signed an executive order permitting hospitals, 

ambulatory surgery centers, and clinics - including dental facilities - to 

resume certain procedures, provided they follow certain protocols. Minnesota Vaccination Plan

Gov. Walz dials back some COVID-19 

restrictions in Minnesota (StarTribune)

Mississippi (MS) Expired 4/27/2020

February 3, 2021 – Governor Reeves extended the mask mandate effective in most 

Mississippi counties until March 3, 2021. 75 of the state's 82 counties are under the 

mandate.

Commission for Economic 

Recovery

On July 7, a Mississippi state health officer announced an order to roll 

back elective procedures in certain counties, including Jones, Hinds, 

Madison, Forrest, Washington and Rankin. Elective procedures had 

previously been allowed to resume beginning April 24. Mississippi Vaccination Plan Restart Mississippi 

Gov. Reeves extends nearly-statewide 

mask mandate by a month (WLOX)

Missouri (MO) Expired 5/3/2020

February 11, 2021 – Governor Parson signed HB 16 into law which provides more 

than $324 million in funding for the Emergency Rental Assistance Program. The 

program includes up to 12 months of assistance, and both landlords and tenants are 

eligible to apply.

"Show Me Strong" Recovery 

Plan Elective surgeries began to resume at hospitals across Missouri in May. Missouri Vaccination Plan

GOVERNOR PARSON SIGNS HB 16 INTO 

LAW

Montana (MT) Expired 4/27/2020

February 12, 2021 –  Governor Gianforte issued a new directive which allows the 

statewide mask mandate to expire. Local jurisdictions are still permitted to implement 

their own mask mandates.

February 10, 2021 –  Governor Gianforte signed Senate Bill No. 65 into law, which 

provides liability protections for businesses, health care providers, nonprofit 

organizations, and places of worship provided they take measures to protect 

individuals from COVID-19 and follow public health guidelines. Reopening the Big Sky

Hospitals voluntarily paused elective procedures in March due to COVID-

19, however, certain hospitals resumed some elective procedures 

beginning in May. Montana Vaccination Plan

Governor's Coronavirus Task 

Force 

Gov. Gianforte gives update on COVID-19 

vaccination progress (KULR)

Nebraska (NE) No order 

February 5, 2021 – Governor Ricketts announced the state administered over 14,000 

COVID-19 vaccinations in one day - the highest daily total so far for Nebraska.

Nebraska Business Task 

Force

As of December 23, 2020, elective surgeries may resume without 

restriction. Nebraska Vaccination Plan

Gov. Ricketts Highlights Nebraska 

Achieving an All-Time High in Daily 

Vaccines Administered

Nevada (NV) No set date

February 11, 2021 –  Governor Sisolak announced the easing of certain COVID-19 

mitigation measures and set a long-term strategy to return management of COVID-19 

to local counties by May 1, 2021. Beginning February 15, public gatherings and events 

are limited to 100 people or 35 percent capacity, whichever is less. Restaurants and 

bars, as well as gyms and entertainment venues are limited to 35 percent capacity. 

Community and recreational centers, as well as retail stores, indoor malls, libraries, 

art galleries and other similar establishments are limited to 50 percent capacity. Western States Pact

Nevada United Roadmap to 

Recovery

On April 28, Governor Sisolak announced that the Nevada Hospital 

Association may prepare to resume medically necessary procedures that 

were halted to support COVID-19 efforts. Nevada did not previously 

restrict elective procedures; however, individual communities had 

restricted them. Nevada hospitals will provide medically necessary 

procedures according to an established plan to safely phase them in, 

based on several factors. Nevada Vaccination Plan

Governor Sisolak announces eased COVID-

19 mitigation measures, sets long-term 

strategy to return to local control

New Hampshire (NH) Expired 6/15/2020

February 9, 2021 –  Governor Sununu announced the state has largely resolved its 

COVID-19 vaccination scheduling issues, To aid in the effort, hours of operation are 

expanding at 11 fixed vaccination sites in the state. Seven of the 11 locations are 

running seven days a week.

The “Stay-at-Home 2.0” plan set a timeline that lifted restrictions on 

elective and non-emergent healthcare services beginning May 4. Recommendation - All Travelers New Hampshire Vaccination Plan

Governor says vaccine scheduling 

problems largely resolved, state still 

reaching out to some (WMUR)

New Jersey (NJ) No set date

February 12, 2021 – Governor Murphy announced he will permit spectators at school 

sporting events, citing improving health metrics statewide. NE Regional

Governor's Restart and 

Recovery Commission

On May 19, the New Jersey Department of Health issued guidance for 

ambulatory surgery centers to resume elective surgery and invasive 

procedures and a separate guidance for hospitals to resume elective 

surgeries.

As of November 25, New Jersey strongly encourages a 14-

day quarantine for any nonessential interstate travel, 

excluding immediate region travel (New York, 

Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Delaware). New Jersey Vaccination Plan

The Road Back: Restoring 

Economic Health Through 

Public Health

Gov. Murphy To Allow Spectators At NJ 

School Sports Amid COVID-19 (Patch)

New Mexico (NM) Expired 5/31/2020

February 10, 2021 – Governor Lujan Grisham announced New Mexico will phase out 

its requirements for high risk states (states with a 5 percent positivity rate or greater 

over a 7-day rolling average, or a positive test rate greater than 80 per 1 million 

residents). Visitors from anywhere outside the state will be strongly advised to self-

quarantine for 14 days and to seek out a COVID-19 test upon their arrival in or return 

to New Mexico. Economic Recovery Council

The New Mexico Secretary of Public Health previously prohibited elective 

procedures across the state. The order is to stay in effect until the  state 

of emergency in New Mexico is over. Under the  reopening guidelines 

issued May 21by the New Mexico Medical Advisory Team, office 

procedures that are cosmetic and procedures that can be delayed for 90 

days in patients without pain, disability or increased challenge to treat 

should continue to be avoided. New Mexico Vaccination Plan Public Health Order 

State to phase out travel quarantine 

requirements

New York (NY) Expired 5/15/2020

February 12, 2021 – Governor Cuomo announced restaurants and bars will be 

allowed to operate until 11 p.m. beginning February 14 due to improving health 

metrics. 

February 11, 2021 – Governor Cuomo announced the lowest COVID-19 daily 

positivity rate since November 25, at 3.54 percent. NE Regional

Phased Plan to Reopen New 

York

Governor Cuomo announced beginning April 28, hospitals may resume 

elective outpatient treatments if the hospital capacity is over 25 percent 

for the county and if there have been fewer than 10 new hospitalizations 

of COVID-19 patients in the county over the preceding 10 days. Over the 

last several weeks, Governor Cuomo has gradually lifted restrictions on 

elective procedures in certain counties.

Governor Cuomo announced travelers may "test out" 

the mandatory 10-day quarantine for asymptomatic 

individuals. Travelers from states that are contiguous 

with New York are exempt, however they must continue 

to fill out the Traveler Health Form. New York Vaccination Plan

Members of New York 

Forward Re-Opening 

Advisory Board

Governor Cuomo Announces Restaurant 

and Bar Closing Times to be Extended to 

11 P.M. Statewide Beginning Sunday, 

February 14
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North Carolina (NC) Expired 5/8/2020

February 10, 2021 – Governor Cooper and North Carolina Department of Health and 

Human Services Secretary Mandy K. Cohen outlined a timeline for Group 3 frontline 

workers becoming eligible to receive the COVID-19 vaccine, beginning with anyone 

working in child care or in PreK – 12 schools on February 24.

Path Forward for North 

Carolina

The Secretary of the North Carolina Department of Health and Human 

Services issued a letter to hospital and ambulatory surgery centers 

stating that effective May 1, elective and non-urgent procedures could 

resume in accordance with North Carolina Healthcare Association 

guidance on reopening facilities to provide non-emergent, non-COVID-19 

healthcare. The letter and guidance require certain protections for 

healthcare workers, policies on PPE, and a defined COVID-19 testing 

process, in addition to other restrictions. North Carolina Vaccination Plan

North Carolina Three Phase 

Plan

Gov. Cooper Outlines Timeline on Group 

3 COVID-19 Vaccine Prioritization

North Dakota (ND)

No order, but certain non-

essential businesses resumed 

operations  4/30/2020

February 10, 2021 – Governor Burgum expressed confidence in the state's COVID-19 

vaccine capacity but cautioned residents that they are "not out of the woods yet." 

Outline for Path Forward for 

Reopening 

Governor Burgum expressed his belief decisions on elective procedures 

should be made by hospitals themselves. Most hospitals across the state 

have resumed elective procedures. North Dakota Vaccination Plan

Chamber of Commerce 

Economic Resiliency Team

North Dakota in good shape with COVID-

19, but we're not out of the woods yet, 

Gov. Burgum says (Grand Forks Herald)

Ohio (OH) Expired 5/29/2020

February 11 , 2021 – Governor DeWine announced the overnight curfew for the state 

will be lifted Thursday, February 11. Midwest Partnership Responsible RestartOhio

Beginning May 1, all medically necessary procedures that do not require 

an overnight stay or hospital admission and which minimize the use of 

PPE may move forward under certain conditions.

Mandatory Quarantine for Visitors from a State with 15% 

or More Positivity Rate Ohio Vaccination Plan

Ohio 2020 Economic 

Recovery Task Force

Gov. DeWine lifts Ohio's overnight curfew 

as virus hospitalizations trend downward 

(WLWT)

Oklahoma (OK) Expired 5/6/2020

February 11, 2021 – Governor Stitt announced Oklahoma will open vaccine eligibility 

to all school staff and residents with comorbidities under the age of 65 beginning 

February 22. Open Up and Recover Safely

On June 15, the prohibition on elective procedures was lifted as long as 

facilities and providers abide by certain requirements. Oklahoma Vaccination Plan

Oklahoma Gov. Stitt opens COVID-19 

vaccine rollout to teachers, staff, and 

people with comorbidities (KFOR)

Oregon (OR) No set date

February 10, 2021 – Governor Brown announced updated guidance for outdoor 

sports. Outdoor sports may resume with health and safety protocols put in place 

based on county risk level. Western States Pact Reopening Oregon

On May 1, Governor Brown announced a framework for lifting 

restrictions on non-urgent procedures if providers meet certain COVID-

19 metrics. Oregon Vaccination Plan

Oregon Guidance for 

Employers on COVID-19

Governor Kate Brown Announces 

Updates to Outdoor Sports Guidance, 

College Exemption

Pennsylvania (PA) Expired 5/8/2020

February 9, 2021 – Governor Wolf announced the creation of a joint task force with 

members from the state's legislative caucuses who can share vaccine information and 

communicate issues and solutions expediently. NE Regional Plan for Pennsylvania

Providers can resume non-urgent elective care and urgent and 

emergency care beginning May 9,  but only where appropriate PPE is 

available and telemedicine is not clinically sufficient. COVID-19 Travel Info Pennsylvania Vaccination Plan

Process to Reopen 

Pennsylvania

Wolf Administration Announces Creation 

of COVID-19 Vaccine Joint Task Force with 

Legislature

Puerto Rico (PR) No order

February 4, 2021 –  Governor Pierluisi announced the loosening of restrictions. The 

curfew is now midnight to 5 a.m. and businesses are allowed to stay open until 11 

p.m. The order is in effect until March 14. Economic Task Force

An executive order issued by Governor Vázquez Garced on May 4 noted 

hospitals and medical facilities are permitted to perform elective 

procedures subject to the adoption of safety protocols.

Puerto Rico tweaks COVID-19 rules amid 

slight drop in cases (AP)

Rhode Island (RI) Expired 5/8/2020

February 10, 2021 –  Governor Raimondo stated hospitalizations in the state have 

been "dropping like a rock." The state is expected to receive an increase in 

vaccinations and will receive 19,000 first doses per week by the end of the month. NE Regional

On May 9, Governor Raimondo issued an executive order permitting 

elective procedures to resume if the healthcare providers submit plans 

for reopening. On June 8, 2020, the Rhode Island Department of Health 

issued updated guidance for ASCs on healthcare delivery during the 

pandemic.

Mandatory, Department of Health Statement - Certain 

Travelers* Rhode Island Vaccination Plan Reopen RI

Raimondo defends Rhode Island's 

vaccination rollout (The Westerly Sun)

South Carolina (SC) Expired 5/3/2020

February 7, 2021 – Governor McMaster stated it would be "unethical, immoral and 

absolutely unacceptable" to allow teachers to receive COVID-19 vaccines before 

other populations. AccelerateSC Advisory Team

Recommendation - All Travelers Coming from Hot Spot 

Areas South Carolina Vaccination Plan Executive Order No. 2020-29

‘Unethical, immoral, absolutely 

unacceptable:’ McMaster responds to SC 

teachers’ push for vaccine priority (Live 5)

South Dakota (SD) No order

February 10, 2021 – The South Dakota Department of Health announced the Federal 

Retail Pharmacy Program (FRPP) will be activated in South Dakota beginning February 

11. Moreover, the Department of Health announced beginning February 15, the age 

for vaccinating those in Group 1D of the state's vaccination plan will be lowered to 

age 70. Back to Normal Plan

Governor Noem issued an executive order lifting restrictions on elective 

procedures which highlights certain requirements for healthcare facilities 

and providers to resume elective procedures. South Dakota Vaccination Plan

Federal Retail Pharmacy Program Begins 

in South Dakota;

Vaccination Age Dropped to 70 and Over 

Starting Next Week

Tennessee (TN) Expired 4/30/2020

February 11, 2021 –  Governor Lee stated teachers are "next" to get vaccinated but 

indicated those with underlying conditions and the elderly will be prioritized first. Economic Recovery Group

Elective procedures may resume on May 1, as long as certain guidelines 

are followed. Tennessee Vaccination Plan Phased Reopening Plan

Gov. Lee: Teachers are ‘next’ to get 

vaccinated, but no exact timetable (WJHL)

Texas (TX) Expired  4/30/2020

February 11, 2021 – Governor Abbott stated more announcements are "coming 

soon" about the possibility of relaxing COVID-19 restrictions in Texas. Hospitalizations 

have been trending downward over the last several weeks. 

February 9, 2021 – Governor Abbott announced the Texas Department of Housing 

and Community Affairs (TDHCA) has launched the Texas Rent Relief Program — the 

first statewide rent and utility assistance program for qualifying households 

throughout Texas. This program has been created to administer the more than $1 

billion allocated to Texas through the latest federal COVID-19 stimulus bill.

Governor's Strike Force to 

Open Texas

On September 17, Governor Abbott re-authorized elective procedures 

for the majority of Texas. Texas Vaccination Plan

Texans Helping Texans: The 

Governor's Report to Open 

Texas

Gov. Greg Abbott plans to relax business 

restrictions soon if COVID-19 numbers 

continue to drop from record highs 

(Texas Tribune)

Utah (UT) No order

February 11, 2021 –  Governor Cox indicated he aims to have COVID-19 vaccines 

available for all adults who want them by the end of May; however, there are certain 

logistical challenges to achieving that goal. He called for medically-licensed volunteers 

to administer vaccines and other volunteers to assist with vaccine-related tasks. Utah Leads Together

A state public health order noted that some elective procedures may 

resume beginning April 21. Healthcare providers and facilities must 

follow certain requirements and guidelines. Utah Vaccination Plan

GOVERNOR MAINTAINS 

CURRENT HEALTH RISK 

GUIDANCE

Gov. Cox aiming for total COVID-19 

vaccination by May as Utah sees 1,242 

new cases, 9 deaths Thursday (KSL)
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Vermont (VT) Expired 5/15/2020

February 12, 2021 – Governor Scott announced Vermont will begin the third phase of 

its vaccine distribution plan and allow any resident 70 or older to receive a COVID-19 

vaccine beginning February 16. 

Economic Mitigation and 

Recovery Taskforce: Restart 

VT Team

On May 4, Governor Scott announced some elective procedures may 

resume. Outpatient clinic visits and diagnostic imaging may resume 

immediately if providers demonstrate adherence to physical distancing, 

CDC guidelines and safe environments. Providers may also perform 

outpatient surgeries and procedures that have minimal impact on 

inpatient bed capacity and PPE levels, including those performed at ASCs. 

Additional screenings and procedures must be in place. Cross State Travel Information Vermont Vaccination Plan

Work Smart & Stay Safe - 

Reopen VT: Phase 1

Vermont expanding COVID-19 vaccine 

eligibility to include those 70 and older 

(NBC)

Virginia (VA) Expired 6/10/2020

February 10, 2021 – Governor Northam, Governor Hogan and D.C. Mayor Bowser 

sent a letter to U.S. DHHS and FEMA leaders requesting increased federal support in 

administering the COVID-19 vaccine to essential federal employees. COVID-19 Business Taskforce

On May 1, Governor Northam announced all elective procedures may 

resume pursuant to certain requirements. Virginia Vaccination Plan

Forward Virginia: Blueprint 

for Easing Public Health 

Restrictions

Governor Northam, Governor Hogan, and 

Mayor Bowser Request Federal Support 

to Vaccinate Essential Federal Employees  

Washington (WA) Expired 5/31/2020

February 11, 2021 – Governor Inslee announced five new counties which may 

advance to Phase 2 of the county risk levels. This leaves all but 6 counties in the state 

able to relax certain COVID-19 restrictions, which includes permitting limited indoor 

dining and live entertainment. Gyms may also reopen. Western States Pact Washington's Recovery Plan

Elective procedures are permitted to resume May 18 under certain 

conditions. On June 10, the Washington State Department of Health 

released a situation report on the increased COVID-19 transmission in 

western and eastern Washington. Given the governor’s proclamation 

issued May 18,  each region should be assessed prior to restarting 

elective procedures. Washington Vaccination Plan

Updated Vaccination Plan 

1/18/21

All but 6 Washington counties can relax 

some COVID-19 rules, Inslee announces 

(Seattle Times)

West Virginia (WV) No set date

February 10, 2021 – Governor Justice announced West Virginia will receive more 

COVID-19 vaccines than originally expected through the Federal Pharmacy Program. 

West Virginia Strong - The 

Comeback

More urgent elective procedures may resume beginning April 20, 

pursuant to state approval. West Virginia Vaccination Plan

COVID-19 UPDATE: Gov. Justice 

announces West Virginia to receive 

further increase in vaccine supply 

through pharmacy partnership

Wisconsin (WI) Expired 5/26/2020

February 9, 2021 – Governor Evers announced the state's first community-based 

vaccination site in Rock County. Moreover, the state reported 681 new COVID-19 

cases and 39 additional deaths. Midwest Partnership

Wisconsin has not yet prohibited elective surgeries. Guidance from the 

Wisconsin Department of Health, DPH Numbered Memo 2020-14 does 

recommend that dental practices postpone all elective and non-urgent 

care treatment. Wisconsin Vaccination Plan Badger Bounce Back Plan 

UPDATE: Gov. Evers gives a COVID-19 

update (WEAU)  

Wyoming (WY) Expired 5/26/2020

February 8, 2021 – Governor Gordon signed an executive order to allow the 

Wyoming Department of Family Services to begin its preparations to administer the 

federal Emergency Rental Assistance Program. The federal government has provided 

the State with $200 million in funding to cover rent and utility costs for Wyomingites 

struggling financially due to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Governor Gordon's 

Reopening Plan

While the Wyoming governor and the Department of Health did not 

prohibit elective procedures, the Department of Health 

issued guidance on resuming elective and non-emergent procedures for 

those hospitals and providers that had suspended the procedures per 

CMS guidance. Wyoming Vaccination Plan

Governor Gordon Begins Preparations for 

Implementation of Federal Rental 

Assistance Program
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